
Week 12   15th -19th June 
 

Maths 

Last week we looked at the mental maths tests from Brain Teasers and you will find the answers 
here. This week we will continue onto some general revision in tests 105/106/107/108  
In Mathemagic, we looked at Chapter 36 Shape , Chapter 37 Data and Chapter 38 Capacity and you 
will find the answers here. This week we will go onto Chapter 40 on Chance, Chapter 41 on 
Equations, and Chapter 43 on Puzzles.  
 
Let’s focus on the main points to know and practise: 
Chapter 40 Chance: 
To start with you need to revise over the vocabulary being used in the chapter: 

Possible /Impossible           Likely/Unlikely            An even chance or 50:50        Certain 
You could try to do the following exercises: p165 Q2, p166 Q1-5, page 167 Q1, page 168 Q2 and 
p170 Q1-5. You should find this chapter easy. 
 
Chapter 41 Equations: 
This is an important chapter so I would focus on this chapter more than the others. These sums 
came up in last week’s Brain Teasers and some of you found them tricky. Focus on the coloured box 
when moving from page to page. 
You could try the following exercises:  p171 Q13-15, p172 Q9-15, p173 Q1-7 (read the coloured 
boxes here! and p174 pick from Q5-20. 
 
Chapter 43 Puzzles: 
This is just a bit of fun so p178 Q1-6. 

Well done with your Maths we are almost finished our book !  
Remember 5th class will be interested in buying your Mathemagic 6 book. (It costs €21.65 new!) 
 
 

English 
Word a Day:     oblivious          shirk            judiciously           nomadic 
 

Wordwise:       Unit 16 “Oliver Twist” 
Read the piece and try the comprehension Qs in A1-9 , Vocabulary work in B1-10  and cloze test (fill 
in the blanks) in C.  
Then look at the grammar exercises on Singular/Plural In A,B,C on p80 and Prefixes on p81 A and B. 
 

Reading:  Keep reading. You can access books from Audible or from your own books. The Borris 
library should now be open! The Primary Planet can also be accessed for interesting articles and 
competitions. 
 
 
 

Gaeilge 
We will skip on to Aonad 19 An Lá Deireanach i rang a Sé (Last Day in Sixth Class). You can hear the 
piece being read online on the Folens website as last week. We will try the lch139 Ceisteanna B 1-8, 
lch142 G Briathra 134 and the Reamhfhocail in H1-8  lch143 /135. 
 

https://www.borrisns.com/6th-maths-answers.html
https://my.cjfallon.ie/preview/student/1305/60
https://www.borrisns.com/6th-maths-answers.html
https://my.cjfallon.ie/preview/student/16877/84


Have you checked out the pages at the end of the book lch154 -183? There is a fantastic amount of 
useful information and vocabulary there too. 
Remember 5th class will be interested in buying your book second hand (costs €19.10 new!!) 
 
 

Religion 
Remember, to access Grow in Love go to Grow in love website and log in with these details. 
Email: trial@growinlove.ie, password: growinlove and select the 6th class book. 
This week we will go ahead to Theme 9 Morality, Lesson 2 “God has given us Free Will”. 
We have already covered the Ten Commandments - this week you will read “The Beatitudes” from 
the Gospel of Matthew. I would like you to write them onto the page in your Confirmation book. You 
will probably need to use the page opposite to complete them.  
 

P.E: 
Please continue to be as active as you can. You can access resources mentioned up to now. If you are 
going swimming remember to stay safe. You can access the PAWS water safety programme here. 
You can never be certain of currents and depth of water in rivers and in the seas. 
 

S.P.H.E.  
Thanks to all who sent me their Precept. It’s not too late to do it! We will complete our Wellness 
Programme on Seesaw this week. I would also like you to look at a Youtube clip about preparing for 
Secondary school. It’s called Mind the Gap 
 
 

S.E.S.E 
History: 
This week I would like you to go ahead onto Unit 19 “Modern Ireland” This goes from the 1940s to 
2010. You might recognise some of the people mentioned in the chapter. Your grandparents and 
parents definitely will remember them! 
Activities will be on Seesaw. 
 

Geography/ Science / Environmenal awareness: 
This week I would like you to read Unit 18 “Weather and Climate”. 
Learn how storms are named.  
See how the weather forecasters and stations monitor the weather. 
Perhaps you would like to follow Alan O Reilly, who has his own weather station in Tullow and 
forecasts the weather? 
Earthwatch has some interesting topics to watch (No written work just sit back and learn!): 
Day 17 Invasive species 
Day 21 Lifecycle of a Plastic bottle. 
Day 24 Where have all the honey bees gone? 
 
 

Art: 
Perhaps for Art this week you might like to try some salt dough creations? The ingredients should be 
easy to get and  you can follow this video for help.  
Or, keeping on the Sea theme, you could learn to draw a surfer 
Or a sunset by the sea  

Have a good week .  

https://watersafety.ie/primary-school/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5eQVbZBs3I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgSGyndzidY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8pqo-SvQug
https://youtu.be/spTWwqVP_2s
https://youtu.be/_6xlNyWPpB8
https://youtu.be/oz1Cz8ko8iY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBSWgggb0zA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2g05LjIqZM&list=PLnoO3k54vcBT6m5JbP4JnJmzCcMsURgD8&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQR_uKgi9U4

